ITS - FONDAZIONE ROBERTO ROSSELLINI

“ISTITUTO TECNICO SUPERIORE”- An alternative to University

What is the “Istituto Tecnico Superiore”? (ITS)
ITS is a sort of “Technical College”, a post high school biennual
course close in spirit and purpose to the German “Berufsschulen –
Lehre/Ausbildung” courses.
They are advanced technical courses designed and managed by a
foundation created by several partners: a University, a Technical
High School, representatives of technological private companies
and, in the case of the Roberto Rossellini Foundation, a highly specialised
Audiovisual Training School (MAGICA).

Who can enrol at ITS?
People with a High School qualification, who want to obtain a Diploma
of Higher Technician, to quickly fit into the job market.
Educational Areas
ITS trains higher technicians in the strategic technological
areas of the different Regions (Mobility, Made in Italy, Cultural
Heritage and Activities, Tourism, Logistics, etc.).
The ITS Roberto Rossellini is the only one in central Italy that
offers courses in the field of Information and Communication
Technologies (Audiovisual).

ITS was introduced in 2008 in the national education system by the
Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research with the aim of
setting up a post-secondary education program parallel to
university courses. ITS diplomas are legally recognised in Italy and
valid throughout Europe.
They meet the needs of companies in terms of new and high
technical and technological skills, being the link between
education and the job market.
Why choose a ITS course?
• It is a valid alternative to a Bachelor degree course.
• It is a non-university educational course, parallel to degree

courses, but shorter (2 years).
• 50% of the hours is spent in editing and shooting laboratories.
• A 6-month internship is guaranteed in companies in this sector.
• It is not simply a training course but a 2-year course recognized and

financed by the Ministry of Education and by the Lazio Region.
• At the end you obtain a State-recognised DIPLOMA of Higher

Technician, which allows you to participate to public competitions.
• It prepares you for a direct access to the job market within

your specialization field.
• It trains professionals able to meet the needs of private

and public work sector, related to the strategic areas for the
economic development of the country.

Istituto Tecnico Superiore (ITS)
For those who dream of working in the movie, tv and
new media industry
The ITS Foundation “Roberto Rossellini”
It was founded in 2010 (according to DPCM/DMCP of
01/25/2008 and approved with RCD (Regional Council
Deliberation) 12/23/2009). Partners are University of Roma 3,
I.I.S.S.
Cine-tv
Rossellini,
Educational/Formative
Entity/Organization/Institution MAGICA, Città Metropolitana
di Roma Capitale,Orange Media – Entertainment and
Digital Factory, Skuola.net.

Professional profile
The Foundation offers each year a 2-year course of Higher
Post-Diploma Education in the AudioVisual sector, recognized
by the Ministry of Education (MD February 7, 2013) and it is valid
throughout Europe.
Graduates from ITS Rossellini can operate in the movie and tv
production and post-production sector, working closely
with the director and the related departments (shooting, scenic
design, editing, special effects, etc.).
He/she can use state-of-the-art digital shooting instruments and
can integrate them in the workflow of post-production.

L'Alveare producecinema Srl - Lambda Srl - Lotus Produc- tion
Srl - LUDO Communication - LVR Digital Srl - Magnolia TV Megapixell Srl - Mescalito film Srl - Movimento Film Srl - NACNE
Sas - Notorius Pictures - Ohnana Film & Music Srl - Orange
Media Srl - Paco Cinematografica - Panalight Spa - Play Entertainment srl
Preset Srl - Pro Frame - RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana - Red
Carpet Sport & Management - Rete Blu Spa - Roma Web Fest Romani- mata - SCA2080 Srl - SD Cinematografica Srl - Sno
Media - Sound Art 23 Srl - Starlights Srl - Tea Time Film srl - The
Unknow Creation - Thinkfull Srl - Twenty Century Fox Italy Spa VIGAMUS - Word Video Production Srl - Zeranta Edutainment Srl

He/she can also work in live set-up projects that need filming,
and in the information, communication and advertisement
sectors, within traditional media or new-generation platforms.
He/She develops skills as a Videomaker.

Enrolment fee
The course is free; only the enrolment fee is to be paid according
to the income statement (max 500 euro)

Thanks to the research activity of the Foundation, the course’s
contents are enriched each year according to the trend in
the audiovisual sector and according to the newer skills required
by the job market (special effects, new media, shooting in a
virtual set, web journalism, scene design, etc.).

Qualification

Methodology

State-recognised Technical College Associate Degree
which gives access to public competitions according to art. 5,
co. 7, of the DMCP 01/25/2018 and corresponds to the 5° level
of the European Qualifications Framework.
The course also awards educational credits.

ITS FOUNDATION – ROBERTO ROSSELLINI
Course venue and Registrar’s Office
Via della Vasca Navale, 58 (San Paolo area) - 00146 Roma
Ph. +39 06.5576493
segreteria@itsrosselini.it

50% of the 1800 hours is dedicated to laboratories with
training in shooting, editing and post-production, with project
works created in virtual sets and soundstages and with the
use of advanced technologies (Drones, Visual Effects, Stop
Motion). The Internship is guaranteed in a company (at least
540 hours).
Companies with an internship agreement
Ares Film Srl - Art Sound Srl - BLUE Film - Ecosystem8D - Taranto
Film Commission - Botw Srl - CB Film - CDC Sefit Group Spa - Ciak
Italia Srl - Class CNBC Spa - Combo Produzioni Srl - Dog's Life Srl
- D-Vision Srl - Elemedia Spa - Elm Italia Srl - Erma Production Srl
- Flycam Srl - Fotocinema Srl - Framexs - Gold Tv - Goodtime Srl
Idra Editing Srl - Imago Vocis - Indiana Production Company Srl
Istituto Luce Cinecittà Srl - Kimera Produzioni Srl - Kinesis Film Srl

www.itsrossellini.it

